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‘Learning for life’ with Jesus’ promise of ‘life in all its fullness’ is at the heart of St Mary’s. 
 

At our school, children are seen as unique and will feel loved, safe and empowered to flourish so they 
reach their full potential both academically and personally.  

 
Introduction 
At St Mary’s Primary School, we believe that learning should be a rewarding and enjoyable experience for 
everyone. Through our teaching, we equip children with the skills, knowledge and understanding 
necessary to make informed choices. 
 
Rationale 
Marking should: 

• be relevant and timely; 

• value pupils learning; 

• evaluate understanding; 

• diagnose areas for development; 

• actively involve the learner; 

• inform planning; 

• aid progression; 

• encourage pupils in their learning. 

 
Presentation 
Teachers will make clear and informed decisions regarding presentation of work depending on the task 
being undertaken and the ability of the child / children undertaking it. 
 
However, the following comments should be used as general rules: 

• Pupils write in black pen from Year 3 or earlier if they are ready. Blue pens are used for editing.  

• Illustrations, diagrams and all maths work are undertaken in pencil. 

• Pupils learn to date all their written work from Year 1. The date should be in long hand for English but 

numerical in other subjects. (e.g. 19.05.23) 

• Dates and titles should always be written on the line. A line should be left after any title written, and 

the title should be underlined with a ruler, as soon as the skill is learnt. 

• Guidelines may be used with plain paper.  

• Pages in Maths books are plain in Key Stage One and squared in Key Stage Two. One digit should 

be written per square.  

For additional presentation guidance, see Appendix c 

  
Marking 
Teachers will make clear and informed decisions regarding the marking of work depending on the task 

being undertaken and the ability of the child/children undertaking it.  

However, the following comments should be used as general rules:  

• Teachers write a positive comment in pink, praising what the child has done well against their 

learning objective. They write the child’s next step in green and, where appropriate, give the pupil 

a question which encourages them to attempt their next step, therefore instantly moving their 

learning on. Pupils should be given regular opportunities to answer these questions and respond 

to feedback. In English, if a sentence needs improving, it is underlined in green.  

• Spellings: words should be corrected only if the child should be able to spell them. ‘Sp’ can be 

written above a word or in the margin to encourage the children to retry to spell the word or to look 

it up. As the children become more confident writers, written corrections can be given.  

• Punctuation: punctuation should only be corrected if the child should be able to use the punctuation 

correctly.  
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• Pupils should be encouraged to self-evaluate and peer assess work where appropriate.  

 

Evidence of work undertaken during a lesson can include photographs, checklists, self-evaluation etc. 

These should all be marked following the school’s policy.  

 

The expectation is that all pupils’ work is marked in some form and always checked by the teacher. 

Teachers are expected to full mark pupils’ work twice a week in Maths and English, and pupils should be 

encouraged to self and peer-mark their work, when appropriate, using specific strategies outlined by the 

teacher. When support staff are working with a Maths or English group during lesson, they are expected 

to mark the pupils’ work from that group.  

 

For subject-specific guidance, please see Appendix A and Appendix B.  

 

Marking Guide 

The aim of marking children’s work is to inform the child of how they are progressing in their learning and 

the next steps that need to take. Therefore, marking needs to be accessible.  

The following symbols and letters should be used throughout the whole school, as appropriate, with each 

individual child. This should be supplemented with comments and verbal feedback as appropriate.  

 
 

Helpful Tips for Teachers about how to stay on top of marking 

• Do it during lessons, when you or your TA is working with a group. Good on the stop feedback and 

responding is great practice. 

• Do targeted group work during lessons and then allow yourself time to circulate the independent 

groups and assess and mark as you go, to ensure all children are moving forward.  

• Plan your week to allow for marking to be done in time to use it to inform next lessons and targeted 

teaching. Don’t write general praise comments for the sake of it – keep marking purposeful. 

• If you find yourself writing the same thing again and again – STOP, give verbal feedback (VF) and put 

into next day’s planning. The marking has served its purpose in telling you what they need next. 
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Appendix A 
 
Expectations in Core Subjects 

Subject What we expect to see in books / Feedback & marking Assessment 

English 

• Cold Task (blue paper strip) is stuck in at the beginning of the 
unit, including a non-negotiable target and a skill-based target. 

• All children have a bookmark in their English book that 
displays their individual writing target. Children try to apply this 
target within all writing lessons across the curriculum. Once 
they have successfully achieved their writing target, a new 
one will be given to them by their teacher. 

• Unit of learning follows the Talk for Writing scheme including 
imitation stage, innovation stage and builds up to the invention 
stage Hot Task (three weeks per unit). 

• Sequence of lessons within each unit shows clear 
progression. 

• A minimum of two skill lessons are taught per week. In skill 
lessons, children must apply taught skill within a sentence or 
paragraph and within the extended piece of writing at the end 
of the week. 

• Positive comments are written in pink pen, link to the learning 
objective and are given twice a week. 

• Next Steps are written in green pen and are given twice a 
week to move the learning on. This may be a written question 
or a sentence / phrase / word underlined in green pen for 
children to correct. 

• Spelling and punctuation errors are identified in the margins 
for children to identify and correct. 

• Feedback to be addressed by children in blue pen. 

• All work is acknowledged with a pink tick and initials. 

• Hot Task (yellow paper strip) is stuck in at the end of the unit. 
Teacher identifies whether targets have been met. 

• ‘S’ in pink to show 
work has been 
supported by an adult. 

• ‘GT’ in pink to show 
work was completed 
within a guided 
teaching group. 

• Child’s Hot Task is 
assessed against 
Target Tracker. 

Maths 

• Cold Task assessment from previous year group (of the same 
topic if taught) printed on blue paper is completed at the 
beginning of the unit. 

• Unit of learning follows the White Rose scheme. 

• Sequence of lessons within each unit shows clear 
progression. 

• Page and question numbers from the White Rose booklets 
referenced below learning objective – if applicable. 

• Feedback to be addressed by children in blue pen. 

• All work is acknowledged with a pink tick and initials. 

• Hot Task assessment (printed on yellow paper) is completed 
at the end of the unit.  

 

• Answers are provided 
for every lesson. 

• Correct answers are 
marked with a pink 
tick. Incorrect answers 
are marked with a 
green dot. 

•  ‘S’ in pink to show 
work has been 
supported by an adult. 

• ‘GT’ in pink to show 
work was completed 
within a guided 
teaching group. 

• ‘PT’ to show if child 
was involved in a pre-
teach prior to the 
lesson. 

• Child’s Hot Task is 
assessed against 
Target Tracker. 

Science 
• Title Page with tiered vocabulary are stuck in at the beginning 

of each unit. 
• All work is 

acknowledged.  
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• Mind map or concept cartoons are used as a Cold Task. 

• Pre-teaches are used to support learning throughout unit.  

• Learning objectives are ‘working scientifically’ objectives.  

• Scaffolded tasks are used for each lesson.  

• Series of scaffolded lessons show progression and build up to 
a final piece of work. 

• Challenge tasks are used as appropriate.  

• Final piece of work answers the unit ‘Big Question’ (equivalent 
to Hot Task). There is a question on the Topic Page but the 
Hot Task in Science is a Focused Assessment Task. This 
assess a ‘Working Scientifically’ objective that children have 
been practising during the unit. All plans for this Hot Task are 
on the system and the objective is set already.  

• The ‘Big Question’ is printed on a yellow Hot Task slip and is 
stuck at the top of the page, including a star and a Next Step 
to move learning on - what could be done next time when this 
skill is revisited?   

• Feedback is provided 
(when needed) 
through questions to 
move the learning on 
or address 
misconceptions, if 
appropriate.  

• A Next Step is needed 
on the final piece of 
work to move their 
learning on. See 
Assessment section on 
the Focussed Task 
Lesson Plan, for ideas.  

• Child’s work is 
assessed against 
Target Tracker. 

• On the bottom of the 
Focused Assessment 
task lesson plan, it 
specifically outlines 
what children need to 
do to be working 
towards, meeting and 
exceeding that 
objective. Use this 
assessment to update 
Target Tracker 
(Knowledge and 
Working Scientifically 
statements.)  
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Appendix B 
 
Expectations in Foundation Subjects 
 

Subject What we expect to see in books / Feedback & marking Assessment 

RE 

• Title Page with tiered vocabulary are stuck in at the beginning of 
each unit. 

• Mind map is used as a Cold Task. 

• Pre-teaches are used to support learning throughout unit.  

• Scaffolded tasks are used for each lesson.  

• Series of scaffolded lessons show progression and build up to a 
final piece of work. 

• Children are given the opportunity to write a reflection at the end 
of each lesson (as appropriate) linked to learning from and about 
the religion.  

• Challenge tasks are used as appropriate.  

• Final piece of work answers the unit ‘Big Question’ (equivalent to 
Hot Task). 

• The ‘Big Question’ is printed on a yellow Hot Task slip and is 
stuck at the top of the page.  

• All work is 
acknowledged.  

• Feedback is provided 
through questions to 
move the learning on, 
if appropriate.  

• A Next Step is not 
needed on final piece 
of work unless it will 
be revisited.  

• Child’s final piece of 
work is assessed 
against Target 
Tracker. 

History / 
Geography 

• Title Page with tiered vocabulary are stuck in at the beginning of 
each unit. 

• Mind map is used as a Cold Task. 

• Pre-teaches to support learning throughout unit.  

• Scaffolded tasks are used for each lesson.  

• Series of scaffolded lessons show progression and build up to a 
final piece of work. 

• Challenge tasks are used as appropriate.  

• Final piece of work answers the unit ‘Big Question’ (equivalent to 
Hot Task). 

• The ‘Big Question’ is printed on a yellow Hot Task slip and is 
stuck at the top of the page. 

• All work is 
acknowledged.  

• Feedback is provided 
through questions to 
move the learning on, 
if appropriate.  

• A Next Step is not 
needed on final piece 
of work unless it will 
be revisited.  

• Child’s final piece of 
work is assessed 
against Target 
Tracker. 

Art 

• Title Page with tiered vocabulary are stuck in at the beginning of 
each unit. 

• Mind map is used as a Cold Task. 

• Pre-teaches to support learning throughout unit.  

• Scaffolded tasks are used for each lesson.  

• Series of lessons follow the structure of the following stages 
(please note these are stages not lessons):  
1 – Investigate artist 
2 – Experiment with techniques progressing skills (this would be 
more than one lesson) 
3 – Create final art piece  
4 – Respond to big question in a reflection piece.  

• Challenge tasks are used as appropriate.  

• Final piece of art work is inspired by the artist and includes a 
reflection to answer the big question (equivalent to Hot Task). 

• The ‘Big Question’ is printed on a yellow Hot Task slip and is 
stuck at the top of the page. 

• All work is 
acknowledged.  

• Feedback is provided 
through questions to 
move the learning on, 
if appropriate.  

• A Next Step is not 
needed on final piece 
of work unless it will 
be revisited.  

• Child’s final piece of 
work is assessed 
against Target 
Tracker. 

D & T 

• Title Page with tiered vocabulary are stuck in at the beginning of 
each unit. 

• Objectives are outlined for unit.  

• Mind map is used as a Cold Task. 

• Pre-teaches to support learning throughout unit.  

• All work is 
acknowledged.  

• Feedback is provided 
through questions to 
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• Scaffolded tasks are used for each lesson.  

• Series of lessons follow the structure of the following stages 
(please note these are stages not lessons):  
1 – Investigate and evaluate 
2 – Focused Tasks 
3 – Design and make  
4 – Evaluate  

• Challenge tasks are used as appropriate.  

• De bono hats are included throughout the booklet.  

• A photo of the final piece of DT project is stuck into the booklet as 
the Hot Task.  

move the learning on, 
if appropriate.  

• A Next Step is not 
needed on final piece 
of work unless it will 
be revisited.  

• Child’s final piece of 
work is assessed 
against Target 
Tracker. 

Computing 

• Units follow ‘Teach Computing’.  

• Work is uploaded to Google Classrooms and shows the 
progression of learning throughout each unit.  

• For lessons without work uploaded, where appropriate, children 
record a reflection on their learning for that lesson.  

• Feedback is provided 
through questions to 
move the learning on, 
if appropriate.  

• All units must have 
one piece of feedback.  

• Child’s final piece of 
work is assessed 
against Target 
Tracker. 

PSHE 

• Title Page with tiered vocabulary are stuck in at the beginning of 
each unit. 

• Relevant activity sheets are used for each unit.  

• Start and end of unit reflection page is completed to show 
development of understanding from the unit.  

• All work is 
acknowledged.  

• Feedback is provided 
through questions to 
move the learning on, 
if appropriate.  

• Child’s final piece of 
work is assessed 
against Target 
Tracker. 

MFL 

• Language Angels scheme is followed.  

• Most of the children’s MFL learning is practical and focuses 
on language acquisition.  

• Where writing activities have taken place, children stick these 
in their MFL books.   

 

• Feedback is provided 
through questions to 
move the learning on, 
if appropriate.  

• Any work in books is 
acknowledged.  

 

Music 

• Surrey Arts ‘Charanga’ programme is followed in addition to 
some external teaching from Surrey Arts.  

• Most of the children’s learning is practical.  

• Feedback is provided 
through questions to 
move the learning on, 
if appropriate.  
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